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Image Time, Inc., a Pennsylvanian manufacturer of customized neon clocks, knows how important it is to 
put fun and excitement in pizza shops!  Reinforcing a brand or a name and creating a “come back soon” 
atmosphere with neon clock décor suits everyone’s tastes. 
 
Founded by Mr. Bob McKeown in 1989, Image Time has not only been helping to decorate pizza shops, 
their handcrafted neon clocks are used for Point of Purchase advertising by all industries worldwide to 
increase sales and brand recognition.  Each screen printed clock face is uniquely designed with a 
company’s logo.  Real neon or argon gas is pumped into glass tubes creating a rainbow of colors from 
which to choose to enhance the entire design.  Skilled craftsmen complete the clock with the 110 volt 
brass movement, the core and coil transformer for the neon, glass front lens and powder coated 
aluminum bezels surround the entire product.  Companies, like Fox’s Pizza, Bestway Pizza, love the look – 
love the quality – love the “flavor” they add to their shops.  “I love these clocks!  They’re terrific and the 
biggest accent piece in my stores!” says Jim Fox, owner of Fox’s Pizza Den in Pittsburgh, PA.  They 
especially love the long life these neon clocks provide for years of branding!  Even the owner of Happy’s 
Pizza says he wants one in every one of his stores after he received his sample clock! 
 
There’s nothing like the smell and taste of a great pizza.  And there’s nothing that draws the eye more 
than neon and a clock face!  Great taste – great quality go hand in hand.  Image Time would be happy to 
design a unique décor piece for you, too.  Visit our web site:  www.neonclock.com or call our office in 
Perryopolis, PA (724-736-8200) and talk to one of our professionals. 
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Image Time, Inc. names Randy Rapcheck as Production Manager.  Randy has progressed with the company 
throughout his fifteen years with Image Time, Inc., a PA manufacturer of customized neon clocks for companies’ 
advertising.   Starting off on the factory production line handcrafting various aspects of the neon clocks, Randy’s 
duties will now include directing all phases of neon clock production from the start of the designing process in the 
graphics department down to the neon bending, powder coating the bezels, the actual construction and assembly 
of the clocks, quality control, shipping and overseeing the factory staff.  Congratulations to Randy! 

http://www.neonclock.com/

